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A.lmtract--A method is given to determine conductivity of a body from the measurements of the 
potential and either normal component of the current on the surface r of the body, or the normal 
derivative of the potential on r and the value of conductivity at a single point on F. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D C R 3 be a bounded domain with a smooth boundary r ,  say r twice continuously differen- 
tiable. 
Let 
V . (a (z )Vu)=0 inD, O<c<a(z ) ,  a(z) eC2(D),  (1) 
u=/ ,  uN=h oar .  (2) 
The notation H" = H'(D) = W2"(D) denotes the Sobolev spaces, c denotes throughout the 
paper various positive constants, N is the outer normal to r ,  a(z)  is the conductivity of the 
body D, u is the potential, j = aVu is the corresponding current and JN = hUN is the normal 
component of j on r .  If a(x) and f are known, then u is uniquely determined in D and therefore 
h = UN is uniquely determined. We are interested in the inverse problem of finding a(z)  from the 
knowledge of one of the sets/'1 := {f, ah} or F2 :-- {{/,h} and a(s0)}, where so • r is a axed 
point, f runs through all of CI(F) and h is the corresponding value of UN. The set F1 contains 
the measurements of u and jN on r ,  while F2 contains the measurements of u on r and a(s0) 
where So • r is an arbitrary fixed point. 
The problems P1 and P~ of determining a from F1 or F2 are obviously important in applications. 
The second problem P~ (determining a from F~) has not been studied in the literature. The first 
one has been studied in [1-3], where further references can be found. 
In [1], uniqueness of the solution to PI is proved for piece-wise analytic a, in [3], for a • C °O 
and in [2], for a • H 2. It is proved in [1] that F1 determines o"and ~rN on F (and, if r and a are 
C °°, then a~ ) on r for any j).  This result is obtained by a different method in [3], where it is 
assumed that r and a are Coo and the kernel of the map f ---* ah is given. 
In [2], the problem PI is reduced to finding a and aN on r ,  then finding 
q(z) := a-l l2(z)Ao'l /2(z) (where A is the Laplacian) from the data {W, WN} on r ,  where w 
runs through C l ( r )  and 
Aw--q(z) w=0 inD. (3) 
Equation (I) reduces to (3) via the substitution u = a-1/2(z) w, a • H ~. If q(z) is found and 
a and aN on r are known, one can find aI/2(~:) in D uniquely as the solution to the Dirichlet 
problem 
Aa 1/2 -- q (z )  a 1/2 = 0 in D, a and aN on r are known. (4) 
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If the Dirichlet operator A - q(x) in D does not have a zero eigenvalue, then (4) is uniquely 
solvable. Otherwise, one uses the known value ~r g on r to insure uniqueness of the solution: the 
Cauchy problem for the elliptic equation (4) has at most one solution. 
In this paper we: 1) give a constructive way to determine ~ and #g on r from F1, and 2) prove 
uniqueness of the solution to Pu and constructively determine the solution on F. 
The method of our work is based on a study of the asymptotic behavior of the solution to the 
boundary value problem (6)-(7) (see below) for the boundary data, the diameter of the support 
of which tends to zero. The first two terms in the asymptotics of this solution allow one to give 
analytical explicit formulas for calculating ~ and its normal derivative on F. 
2. F INDING a FROM FI OR F2 
1. The idea is to take a special f = f ,  and to solve asymptotically problem (1) with the data 
f = fa as a ---* oo. This idea is a development of the idea in [1]. The sequence we use is similar to 
the one in [1]. No attempt was made in [1] to solve the problem asymptotically. The asymptotic 
solution we give provides ~ and erN on r from the knowledge of FI or F~. We prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. The data ['1 or F~ determine a(x)  in D uniquely. 
COROLLARY 1. The data {f ,  h}, Vf 6 CI(F),  determine ~(z)  up to a constant factor. 
2. Let us outline the argument. Let 0 6 r be a fixed point. Pick a set fa = f (as )  of the 
boundary data, where a > 0, a - .  +oo, f ( s )  6 H2(F), 0 = f r  f ( s )ds ,  .f(s) = 0 outside of 
a neighborhood U of 0, f ( s )  = 1 in a smaller neighborhood of 0. Note that f r  f (ax )  dx = 
Yr. f ( z )  dz a -2, r~ = {z : z = ax, x .E r}. Let ca II f (~)  IIg,/,cr) = 1. The choice of the norm 
HI /2(F)  in the normalizing condition is made because the H1(D) norm of the solution to (1) can 
be estimated by the norm of f in HU2(U). This follows from the known elliptic a priori estimate 
for the solution to (1): 
II u IIH'CD) < ~ II f IIH,-,~.cr) • (5) 
In (5), t is an arbitrary real number if cr, f and F are C °°, and 0 < t < 2 if a E H 2, f E C2(F) 
(or f E H2(F)), and F E C 2. The constant in (5) does not depend on u but depends on cr and r.  
Consider equation (1) with the boundary data f -- fa. Let us look for the solution to this 
problem of the form u -- u(ax) and choose the origin at the point 0. 
Let y -- ax. Then the problem reduces to 
..x~(y) + ~-, ~- , (~)v~(~) l~=.- ,~.  v u(y) = 0 inDa, (6) 
.(y) = f(y) on to. (7) 
The symbol V~a(y)[~ means that the function V~o'(y) is evaluated at y = x, the dot denotes 
the inner product in R 3, A is the Laplacian, Da is the domain which is obtained from D under 
the scaling y = ax with the origin at the point 0, r ,  is the boundary of DR. Assume that D is 
convex. Then, as a ---* oo, Da ---* R~.(y), and r ,  ---- 0R~.(y) :-- P := (y :  Y3 = 0}. Let us look for 
the solution to (6), (7) of the form 
- = .o (y )  + . -~- , (y )+. ,  . = o ( . - ' ) ,  . - - .+oo .  (8) 
Substitute (8) in (6), (7) and get 
Auo=0 inD., uo=f(y) onra, (9a) 
Aul +c-l(0)V#(0).XTUo =0 inD., u~ = 0 ont., (9b) 
Ar-] -G- lp(c l - ly)  . • r  : - -a -2p(a- ly )  . ~ 'u l (y ) -a  -I [p(a-ly) --p] "Vuo inSa, 
r=0 onr., p(x):=#-1(x)v~(z), p::p(0). (10) 
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One solves the Dirichlet problem (9a) using the Poisson formula, so that uo(y) is known explicitly: 
frOG.(Y, uo(y) = - • ~'~ s)f(s)ds, ( I I )  
where Ga is the Green's function of the Dirichlet Laplacian in Da, and Gco(y,s) = G(y,s) 
.__ 1 1 " -  ~ - 4~-;I~'~' ~ := (sl, s~,-s.~). Problem (gb) can also be solved explicitly: 
,~o(u)=fo Oa(y ,~)a - l (o )va(o) .Wo(~)d~ :=p.,oa(U), 
4 
(12) 
where wa(y) = fD. Ga(y, z) Vuo dz. 
The first two terms in (8) are sufficient for recovery a and aN from the data F1 or F~. Indeed, 
if $'1 is given, then one computes uN(O) = uoN(O) + o(1) as a ---, oo, and finds 
a(0)- lim auN(O) 
a- -co  f /0N(0)  ' (13)  
where auN are the data corresponding to f = f(as). 
If a(0) is found, then aN can be found analytically from the data a(0)UN(0 ) = a(0)tLON(0 )
+-~ a(o)p(o) • ~(~i~ + o(a-'). One has 
aN(0) = lim a(0)[UN(0) -- U0N(0)] -- a -1 a (0)~0)  • 
a "-* OO 
(14) 
where l~ denotes p - e3 (p, ca) and N = -e3; 15(0) is known if o'(s) is known in a neighborhood 
of 0. Since 0 is an arbitrary point on F, one can assume that a(s) on I" is found. 
Note that if a(0) and ajv(0) are found, then Va(0) can be found as follows. From (12) one 
gets 
Oula [ Owa3 + O6,a 
Oy3 ly=0 =P30y3 y=O ~" Oy3 y=0 
i 
Since Va(0)  = pa(O), and N = -ca ,  one has 
OWa3 Ca(o). oa,. = a(o) a,,l~ + aN(O) Oy~ ,=o 
Oy3 y=O 0y3 y=0 
(15) 
Choosing two different f ,  one can get waj,  j = 1,2, which are not parallel and determine from 
(15) vector Va(0). 
3. If the data F2 are known then one finds 
0ul l  - lim a(uN--UON)~=o-- p" lim 8wa 
ON y~=o a-.co a..co ON ~a=o" 
Taking three different f one can find vectors p = a -1 Va and l~ := A(s) := a -1 ~Ta on r ,  s • r .  
If one knows a (so) where so • I' is an arbitrary fixed point, then one determines a on I' 
uniquely, by solving the problem 
Va(s) = ACs)aCs), a (s0) = a0, s • r, 
where A(s) is known. For example, one can take an arbitrary path t on r joining so and s, and 
solve by iterations the Volterra integral equation: 
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f$ 
$ 
a(s) = A(st)tr(s ') .ds' +a(So) ,  (16) 
0 
where the integral is taken along L 
4. This argument proves that the solution to the linear equation (16) is proportional to tr (So). 
Therefore, the ratio of any two functions aj (z), j = 1, 2, corresponding to the same data {f, h} is 
a constant on r equal to a, (so) a~-i (so), and the ratio alN(S)o'2"~(s) on r is the same constant. 
We will prove that this implies that a l (z)a~' l (z)  in D is equal to the same constant. 
LEMMA 1. Let 
V • (aj(x) Vuj) = 0 inD, j = 1,2, 
U s = f j ,  UjN = h i onF, u2 = cul,  U2N = eUlN 
~x(,)~7~(~) = c, ~ ,N( ' )~7~( ' )  = c onr ,  
on F, 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
where c is the same constant. Then 
O'I(Z) O'21(Z) -- C inD,  
where e is the same as in (19). 
PROOF. Let uj = a]'ll2wj. Then (17) becomes 
Awj -q j (x )  w j=0 inD, 
_ l /2  t wj = aj j j ,  
-112~ 112 qj = ~r~ z.xaj , 
_l12L _f,1 a~.ll~ j N lOiN =o j  ttj q -2 . , j  
(20) 
(21) 
Therefore, by (19) and (21), one chooses fl = f c-1/~, f2 = f ,  hi = he -1/~, h2 = h, and gets 
w,  = w~,  WiN = W2N.  (22) 
Let us use now the argument from [2--c]. Suppose that 
Aw -- q(z) w = 0 in D, w - f ,  WN = h on r. (23) 
Multiply equation (23) by exp(iz • z), z 6 C s, z • z = 0, integrate over F and then integrate by 
parts to get 
f r  [hexp(iz . s) (9 . - f ~exp( ' z " s)] ds = fmq(z )w(z )  exp(iz" z )dz .  (24) 
The left side of (24) is known, since f and h are assumed known. Take w = exp(i(.z) (1 + R(z, ()), 
¢ 6 C s, ¢ • ¢ = 0, z + ¢ = A, where A 6 I~ s is an arbitrary fixed vector, and let I¢] "-' oo and 
Iz l  - .  oo. It is proved in [2-b] that such a choice of ¢ and z is possible, that w of the above form 
can be chosen and that II R(x, ¢) IIt~cDl-~ 0, as I¢1 -~ oo. Passing to the limit in (24) under the 
conditions 
I¢1--.oo, Iz l - -oo,  z . z - - -C .C=0,  z+¢=A,  (25) 
yields on the left side of (24) a known function and on the right side the Fourier transform of 
q(x): 
q(A) = Jm q(z) exp(iA, z) dx. (26) 
If ht = h2,/1 =/2 ,  then this procedure gives 
Therefore (22) implies that 
From (20) and (27) one derives that 
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q~(z)'-q2(~) :=q(~). (27) 
#~(Z)=c~a(z) inD. (28) 
Indeed, 
implies (28), because if
= 0 inD,  
then c~/a#~/a solves the problem 
A~/a- -q (z )~/~=O iHD, 
and the solution to (31) is unique. 
Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 are proved. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
~12 clla~,~la, ( I1~ = c11~ (~,zl~ = \ z )~v ~, 2 / j r  onr  (29) 
(~1/~ = ha, (30) 
for llz~ = cllah2, (31) ~la = clla fa ' \ 1 j N 
m 
a) Suppose FI is known. Then one determines ~, and ~Jv on r as in Section 2.2, puts u = cr-112w 
and gets for w the problem 
Aw - q(z) w = 0 in D, q(z) := ¢-z/a(x) A#I/a(z), (32) 
I w=~I/2f  := F, II2N=O'I/2h"~'~IO'-1/20"N := H onr. (33) 
The data {F, H)  are known for all F E cX(r), since ~ and ~v on r have been found. These 
data determine q(z) uniquely as shown in the proof of Lemma 1. If q(z) is found, then ~rl/a(z) 
is uniquely determined as the solution to the problem 
A~l/a(z) - q(z)~,l/a(z) = 0 in D, 
~l/a and (~1/') N on r are known. 
(34) 
(35) 
If zero is not an eigenvalue of the Dirichlet operator A - q(z) in D, then (34) and the knowledge 
of ~1/2 on r determine ~l/2(z) in D uniquely as the solution to the Dirichlet problem. Otherwise, 
this problem has many solutions but only one which has the given (~rl/2)~ r on r. This follows 
from the uniqueness of the solution to the Canchy problem for elliptic equations. 
b) Suppose Fa is known. Then one finds ~ and ~'jv on r as in Section 2.3 and the rest of the 
argument is the same as above. 
Theorem 1 is proved, m 
REMARK 1. In [3-b] the problem of finding ~ and its derivatives at the boundary is solved under 
the assumption that the kernel of the map f --+ ~h is given. From the practical point of view, it 
is not an easy matter to find this kernel given the data {f, ~h}. Moreover, if one uses the result 
in [3-b] practically, then one has to calculate certain quantities defined by the above kernel. This 
is also not a trivial matter if the datum is the set {f, ~h}. The numerical difficulties come from 
the ill-posedness of the problem of computing the kernel of the map f ~ ~rh, given noisy data: 
{f6,(~h)6}, If6 - f ie ( r )  < 6, [(~h)~ - ~hlc(r)  < ~, 5 > O; (36) 
6 is the noise level. 
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3. JUSTIFICATION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION 
Here we justify formula (8). Since uo(y) does not depend on a, one needs to prove that 
r = o (a- l ) .  For r, one has the equation 
Ayr(y) -{- a -1 p (a - ly )  • Vyr(y) -" --a - sp (a - ly )  "vyu l (y  ) -  a -1 [p(a- ly)  --p(0)] 'VU0 
:=V inDa, r=0 onra, (37) 
where 
One has 
where go solves the problem: 
p(z) :=a- l ( z )Va(x ) .  (38) 
r=ra(y )=- - /D  ga(y,z) V(z)dz, (39) 
a 
Aygo(y ,z )+a- lp (a - ty ) .Vyg . (y ,z )=-6(y -z )  inD.,  (40) 
g,(y,z)=O, yEra .  (41) 
The function u0(y) given by (11) is bounded in Da and is o (Ivl -s) as IV[ ~ oo, since f(y) has 
compact support. Also, IVu01 = o (ly1-3) as ly l - "  oo. Therefore, the function ul given by (12) 
is uniformly bounded in D~. Since Do --- R~. as a - ,  oo, we give estimates to the solutions to 
(9a,b) in R~.. 
Estimates for solutions to elliptic equations in a half-space are known (e.g., [4,§6,8]). They 
imply that 
II ~o [[HO(i~)_ < c(f), II ul IIHo(RU< q(f), II " II.o(~)S c2(.f): ~. (42) 
Therefore (8) holds. 
For convenience of the reader let us sketch a simple proof of estimates (42) in the half-space 
Fourier transform (9a) in the variables Yt, Ys to get 
UO _~H A2~0 = O, ~.O(.~I,.~s,O) ~-~ ](.~l,)kS) (43) 
where A = (A~ + A~) ~12, fi" = d~fA"A~'~S)dy~ . Thus, the solution fi0 which decays as Y3 ---" +co is 
given by the formula 
fi0 (AI, AS, YS) ---- ](AI, A2) exp (-A Y3). (44) 
Therefore 
uo(y) =//5 exp (i A~ yl + A2 YS) exp (--A Y3) ] (AI, AS) d)tl dA2. (45) 
By Parseval's equality, one has 
H [uo(y~,y2,ys)12dy~ dy2 = 41r 2 [][2exp(-2Ay3) dA1 alas. 
J J - -O0  
(46) 
Integrate this in Y3 over (0, oo) to get 
2 - 2~2/f-~o Ii12 dA1 dA2 < c(f). (47) II uo llHO(m~.)-- (A~ + A~) 112 - 
A similar argument yields other estimates (42). 
In the rest of this section estimates of the error coming from the use of R~. in place of Da are 
given. 
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Let 
and 
Aua Jr a -z p (a-Zy) • VUa = 0 in Da, 
Ua(V) =/(y) onro, 
Ava ' l ' a - lp (a - lY ) 'VVa  ~-0 inR~, 
Va = f(y) onP = {y: ~ = O}. 
We assume that ra E C 2. Locally near the origin, the equation of ra is 
ys = a ~ (a-Zyz, a-1~2), 
where 
so that 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
¢,(o, o) = o, a¢,(o, 0) = a¢,(o, 0) 
0yz 0~2 = 0, (53) 
Y3 = a -1 (a l  Yl 2 Jr 2by1 Y2 Jr a2 ~/22) -}- a - l ( (a - ly l ,a - ly2) ,  (54) 
where  ~ = o ( lyl  2) as lyl -~  0, 
First, note that 
II ,, --"a llHfoo(,~.) = o(I) asa --~ -1-oo, (55) 
where v solves the problem 
Av+a-lp. Vv=O inR~., p=p(0) ,  v=f(y) onP. (56) 
Indeed, put ~b := va - v. Then 
Ad/+a-lp.V~//=-[p(a-ly)-p].Va, @=0 onP. (57) 
Therefore, one can estimate v using the scheme (43)-(47). Since p (a-ly) - p = o(1) on any 
compact set, and p(z) is compactly supported, one obtains (55). 
Therefore it is sufficient o estimate ua - v. Secondly, both ua and v are small outside of the 
region lyl >- R, where R is a large number, and a is sufficiently large. Indeed, since f has compact 
support, both ua and v are o (R -z) in the region lyl >- R, provided that a is sufficiently large. 
This follows from the estimates of Green's functions in R~. and Da. 
Therefore, it is sufficient to show that ua -v  is small in the region DR.a - {y : ]~/I -< R, !/E Da), 
as a --* ~ .  This is left to the reader. 
Finally, the assumption that D is convex can be dropped. The argument which shows that ua 
and v are small outside B + does not use convexity of Da, and one can arrange a C 2 diffeomorphism 
of DR,a onto B +, if r E C 2. 
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